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Flat in a building, rent

1.400,00 € 10.548,30 KN

City: Zagreb

Detailed location: Trešnjevka

Price/m²: 14,65 €

Surface: 95,54 m²

Rooms: 4

Number of bathrooms: 2

Floors: fif/

Garage: 1

Condition: Renovated and
maintained

Agency commission: 1 MONTHLY RENT +
VAT



Zagreb, Trešnjevka

Trešnjevka,near Ericsson,4-room apartment,garage,elevator

www.biliskov.com  ID: 14039

Trešnjevka, near Ericsson

Beautiful, comfortable, four-room apartment, surface area 95.54 m2, on the top floor of a building that was built in 2005. The building has an
elevator.

The excellently used space consists of a living room that is integrated with the dining room and kitchen, three bedrooms, bathroom, guest toilet,
dressing room, large terrace of 70m2. A garage in the basement is also rented with the apartment. The apartment is nearing the end of the
renovation, now the final touches are coming. The apartment is partially furnished. The beauty of the apartment is that it is bathed in light. The
building is neat and well maintained.

The location is great because of the proximity to the infrastructure important for everyday life and the proximity to the bus station and access

Other information

Orientation: East,West,South
Heating: Gas central heating
Joinery: ALU - PVC
Transport: Bus+Tram
Distance from transport: 1 min

Real estate description

Close to the town centre
Close to the shop
Close to the school
Semi-furnished

Property equipment

ADSL
Air conditioning
Lift
Security door
Built-in wardrobe

Rooms (objects) with the real estate

Garage
Pantry
Terrace

You can find more information on this link:
https://www.biliskov.com/real-estate/real_estate-14039-zagreb-tresnjevka

https://www.biliskov.com/real-estate/real_estate-14039-zagreb-tresnjevka


Zagreb, Trešnjevka

Emilija Živičnjak

+385 1 301 1383

+385 98 411 624

BILIŠKOV REAL ESTATE
Full service, in the true sense of the word.

From due diligence and real estate preparation to ownership transfer and your moving in with all utilities transferred to your name.
"Turnkey" is not just a phrase for us.

SERVICE YOU DESERVE. BRAND YOU TRUST.
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